
 

n True learning identifies or creates  
 breakdowns, which, if you have the  
 right tools, are opportunities to create  
 incredible breakthroughs which  
 translate as increased self-esteem.

n True learning means stepping out  
 of our comfort zones. And that, well,  
 is uncomfortable and a bit scary!
 
n Without the proper tools and   
 strategies for learning success, we  
 are setting our children up for a life of  
 insecurity and disappointment.
 

                                    is the #1 obstacle to learning. We need to provide our children 
with the tools to overcome this learning killer before it’s too late!

N ick Ambrosino is a 
renowned learning specialist, 

speaker and international author 
sought after for his work with 
thousands of students, teachers 
and parents on creating explosive 
growth in accountability, productivity 
and self-esteem. He has worked              
in the field of education for the past 
30 years.

Teachers turn to Nick to learn how to
become master motivators who 
facilitate their students 
to new levels of 
achievement, while 
reigniting their 
passion as professional educators 
and gaining a renewed sense of 
fulfillment.

Parents seek him out to learn how 
to communicate in a way that raises 
confident, self-assured children with 
high levels of self-esteem.

Nickambrosino63@gmail.com

516-313-5800
(Nesconset, New York)

This top learning expert reveals what you can do to quickly put your child 
on the path to success and feelings of lifelong pride

learn•ing  
('l  rniNg), verb

Gaining mastery over 
something you couldn’t 
first do.
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Your Kids Are Right, Learning Isn’t Fun –
But You Can Still Ensure They Succeed 

     he perfect balance 
between academic 

knowledge about learning 
and the real-world 

challenges associated with 
fostering learning in another 
… Nick highlights how best 

to optimize the potential 
that is within all of us.  

– Jim Lauckhardt, PhD
Applied Behavioral Science
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n The success secret Hidden in
 Goldilocks and the Three bears: 
 Most see it as a simple children’s story,  
 but its hidden message is the key to  
 learning successfully and with less stress.

n The Learning muscle: What to do to  
 make it super strong and able to lift 
 any weight!

n The F bomb of Learning: How to 
 diffuse it so that it doesn’t become a  
 learning killer.

n 3 key Levers of success: 
 Small Diamond Distinctions that make  
 huge differences.

n red Light Green Light, it’s As Easy  
 As… 1: This one simple concept will
 quickly turn the red lights of learning
  into green lights for success.

n What Adults Are Afraid To Tell   
 children About Learning: We make  
 learning fun! Great business slogan, not  
 so great for instilling life-long learning.

n Protecting Yourself From Your inner  
 bully: Is your child’s inner bully 
 constantly beating them up and keeping 
 them down? Here’s how to make your
  child a self-esteem prize fighting champion!

www.nickambrosino.com


